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Piece Percussionique No. 1 (1964, rev. 1979 & 2007)
Horwood was only seventeen when he composed this work. Although some changes were made to Piece Percussionique No. 1
before its 1968 premiere, major revisions were undertaken in 1979, and slightly again in 2007 for the final computer-engraved
edition performed here. The composer destroyed the earliest version. Although Horwood claims that the first version was quite
simplistic in comparison to the revisions, and that the instrumentation has only minimally changed, the work nevertheless
still demonstrates the sharp and dramatic impulse of exuberant youth and of an adolescent composer growing up in a very
interesting and vital creative period in North American music making. Here is the young Horwood announcing himself to the
composing world, ready to make his mark.

This piece is in one movement with various tempo shifts. Combining percussion textures with various rhythmic cells, some
decidedly ostinato, all peppered with numerous cross-rhythms, the pulse of the work is still very basic, almost primitive. The
predominant ostinato section towards the end of the work takes a pre-existing quarter note quintuplet figure, originally stated
by the piano, transforms it into a 5-beats-against-4 sound complex and then layers the other instruments on top one by one,
each instrument stating one of the other rhythmic cells. The tempo marking, Andante, builds to a tremendous climax, relieved
after a brief caesura by a faster Moderato section. Once spent, the percussion ensemble ruminates quietly for a few measures
before exploding with one final triple-sforzando.

Instrumentation:
Player 1: triangle, anvil, maraca. 
Player 2: small and large suspended cymbals.
Player 3: wood block, small and large tam tams.
Player 4: glockenspiel, maracas.
Player 5: 2 bongos, snare drum.
Player 6: 2 timpani.
Player 7: piano.

The piano functions as a percussion instrument instead of as soloist, but is nevertheless placed center, literally and figuratively,
for acoustical purposes. 

Piece Percussionique No. 3 (1966, rev. 2007)
Horwood was still a teenager when he composed this work, albeit on the cusp of his twenties. A clean and straightforward
composition, Piece Percussionique No. 3 is cast in three connected movements—Allegretto (con fugato), Andante, Allegro (rondo)
—a structure not unlike that found in the three-movement Symphonies of C.P.E. Bach. The first and second movements are
connected by a xylophone cadenza. Both movements require the musicians to perform, according to the composer’s preface,
“strange musical and quasi theatrical gestures interpolated into rather conventional rhythmic writing.” Obviously, this cannot
be replicated on a music compact disc, but the humor is nevertheless prevalent. Most of the humor and theatrical gestures

The Composer
Michael S. Horwood was born in Buffalo, New York, in 1947. He studied music composition and theory at the State University
of New York at Buffalo with Istvan Anhalt, Lukas Foss, Ramon Fuller, and Lejaren Hiller. From 1972-2003 he was a professor of
music and humanities at Humber College of Applied Arts and Technology in Toronto. His more than 70 compositions span from the
traditional to the avant-garde, the post Romantic to the experimental. Among his most successful works have been those which
involve extra-musical concepts such as his chamber works Birds (1979) and Nervous Disorder (1988), the electroacoustic work
Motility (rev. 1986), Symphony No. 2, Visions of a Wounded Earth (1995), and the two orchestral suites: Amusement Park Suite (1986)
and National Park Suite (1991) [both available on Albany records TROY943]. Horwood’s music has been performed in North
America, Europe and Japan. He is a member of the Canadian League of Composers, the Edmonton Composers’ Concert Society
and an Associate Composer of the Canadian Music Centre. Among Horwood’s many commissions include those from the
Alberta Foundation for the Arts, the Alliance for Canadian New Music Projects, the Canada and Ontario Arts Councils, the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Festival of the Sound, the Laidlaw Foundation, the McLean Foundation, the National Youth
Orchestra of Canada, New Works Calgary, the Piccolo Society, the St. Crispin’s Chamber Ensemble, the Staten Island Chamber
Music Players, the Toronto Winds, pianist Mary Kenedi, guitarist Norbert Kraft, and various symphony orchestras. His works
have been recorded on the Centredisques, CLEF Records, ERM Media, Echiquier, Fleur de Son, Furiant, Opus One and Sept
Jardins labels. For further information on Michael S. Horwood visit the composer’s website: www.HorwoodComposer.com.

The Music
Only three categories of works in Horwood’s oeuvre consist of a continuing series in which one could possibly trace his stylistic
development: symphonic (four symphonies), chamber-duet (eight of what Horwood calls Microduets) and percussion ensemble
(the six Pieces Percussioniques). It is the latter that is presented on this CD.

The Pieces Percussioniques were composed between 1964 and 2008. These works form almost an Alpha and Omega time
post for the composer, since Piece Percussionique No. 1 is the earliest work represented in Horwood’s catalogue, and, according
to the composer, Piece Percussionique No. 6 is his final composition. Though there are six Pieces Percussioniques in number, only
five survive. Piece Percussionique No. 2 from 1965 has been withdrawn by the composer. 

The inspiration for the title Piece Percussionique, as well as the impetus for composing for percussion ensemble, came from
two influential sources for the teen-aged Horwood: the innovative programming of composer-conductor Lukas Foss during his
tenure with the Buffalo Philharmonic and from Horwood’s examination of the music of Edgard Varèse. Varèse composed
Ionisation (1931), the seminal work for percussion ensemble, while Foss presented a variety of new music with the Buffalo
Philharmonic that often featured interesting percussion parts. The title of this series of percussion works is also due to the
influence of Varèse, as per his Poéme Électronique. The second word “Percussionique” is French in character (no such word
actually exists), while Horwood maintains the English in this bilingual title by not using an accent-grave è in the first word “piece”.



disappear by the third movement. The composer’s assertion, however, that this final movement is serious should not be taken
at face value. Horwood admits that the drum rhythm of the third movement’s rondo theme is “prankish.” The concluding Presto
section shows a familiarity with Shostakovich and Prokofiev, who both spoofed conventional endings of classical compositions
and film music. If humor left the first part of this final movement, it came back with a vengeance in the coda.

Instrumentation:
Player 1: xylophone, wood claves, sleigh bells, small and large suspended cymbals, small tam tam.
Player 2: timpani (one in D3), 3 timbales, snare drum, wooden bamboo chimes, slapstick. 
Player 3: triangle, maracas, 5 temple blocks, large tam tam, bass drum.

Piece Percussionique No. 4 (1967, rev. 1981, 2007)
For the fourth in his Percussionique series, Horwood uses the number “4” prominently in this work: 4 sections (ABAB) alter-
nating slow and fast, preceded by a slower 4 bar introduction concluding with a faster coda; 4 players; groupings of 4
similar instruments; and a motive of four 16th notes in the fast sections. The second AB section was added in the 1981
revision, doubling the length of the original (and therefore keeping in line with the “4” theme).

When originally composed, Horwood submitted Piece Percussionique No. 4 for a competition sponsored by the New
Percussion Quartet at SUNY Buffalo. The piece did not win, but did receive an honorable mention. It remained unperformed
and unedited until its 1981 revision, and was subsequently performed in 1982 by the Toronto Percussion Ensemble. The 2007
revision was a modest “cleaning-up” of some sections for computer engraving and preparation for this recording.

The A sections, though measured, nevertheless feel unmeasured, almost parlando in style, similar to French unmeasured
keyboard preludes of the Baroque era. The B sections, by contrast, leave no doubt about their duple nature. The work concludes
with a brilliant, fast coda. 

Instrumentation:
Player 1: 4 temple blocks, small and large suspended cymbals, Chinese cymbal, tam tam.
Player 2: 4 tom-toms, tambourine, tambourine jingles only, string of several small bells, sistrum.
Player 3: 4 wood blocks, 4 water buffalo bells (or almglocken). 
Player 4: 4 flower pots, snare drum with snares, snare drum without snares. tenor drum, 

bass drum.

Dynamite (1968)
Fast and furious, almost nightmarish, Dynamite was composed for a 1968 film by fellow student, Alan Grabelsky, whose future
film career would include production credits on such movies as Continental Divide (1981), Gorky Park (1982), and Dirty Dancing (1987).
The action of the film is a chase scene between a man and a woman amidst a maze of old, broken, Greek-style columns and
pillars from a demolished building. Minimalist in scoring and instrumentation, Dynamite sounds almost as if it were produced

by a pulse-generator favored by many composers of electronic music à la Stockhausen. The instruments however are real: a
piano and a pair of suspended cymbals. The primary textures of Dynamite are long cymbal roles and a repetitive piano chord,
consisting of three adjacent tones (E—F—G-flat above middle C) alternately dampened and released by the pressure of a wood
block on the strings. This chord appears after the thirty measure introduction very minimally consisting of an alternating
D-flat—E-flat, three octaves below middle C, accompanied by a cymbal roll. The repetition and percussiveness of the music
depict the violent and clashing emotions of the film’s two protagonists. Though barely five minutes in length, Dynamite is an
intense, colorful and dramatic score—quite befitting of its title.

The Shadow Of Your Drum (1968)
The title is a pun on the pop song The Shadow of Your Smile, composed by Johnny Mandel in 1965, and omnipresent on the
radio airwaves three years later, when Horwood composed this work. However, whereas Paul Francis Webster’s lyrics for the
song comment on a fading memory of love, Horwood’s composition is music of the immediate present. From the other end
of the compositional spectrum, Horwood had wanted to compose a piece for bass drum ever since he first heard—and felt—
its visceral presence in the Dies Irae section of Verdi’s Messa da Requiem. Unlike Verdi’s masterpiece, there are no mere
“thwacks” in this work, but a whole gamut of possible sound textures emanating from this instrument. 

The score for The Shadow Of Your Drum is entirely graphic, hence aleatoric. Still, there are set parameters to the
composition: the scoring is for bass drum with 2 players; the duration is a minimum of five minutes; and a performance may
be implemented by other devices (e.g. electronics, theater, speech), alone, or in combination. Above all else, Horwood allows
for the possibility of exploration, and exploitation, of this deep, resonant instrument. The score is dedicated to percussionist
William Thiele, an early proponent of Horwood’s music.

Piece Percussionique No. 5 (1970)
This work is almost a concerto for two percussionists and two-channel stereo tape. The score is a mixture of graphic indications,
traditional musical notations and instructions for a certain amount of aleatory. Unifying this is a larger arch of opposite and
retrograde structures superimposed over a larger seven-part palindrome. In Piece Percussionique No. 5, Horwood has a strong
concern for structure and architecture, almost to a proto-serial level, showing an influence from his two teachers at the time
of composition, Ramon Fuller and Lejaren Hiller. Even the work’s ten minute length is symmetrically divided into seven sections
of 2-1-1-2-1-1-2 minutes respectively.

The tape is present in sections I, III, V, and VII. The percussion is present in all sections except for section I which is a
solo for tape. This starts with an almost primordial Grundlage “chord” consisting of pitch transpositions of C-D-E and C-F-B.
These are subject to a rigid scheme of progressively shortening crescendi and diminuendi for this two-minute introduction.
Section II consists mainly of a xylophone solo. Its melodic line is a 37-note row that is actually retrograded (along with its
rhythm) a fifth lower in section VI and played by the vibraphone. In sections III and V the tape presents other transpositions



of the row with its own retrograde. Here enormous tam tam and cymbal rolls are also treated in a serial fashion, either starting
at triple-forte and decreasing to triple-piano, or in retrograde. Section IV is a percussion duet flanked by loud chime strokes.
All durations, dynamics, and lengths of ritardandi and accelerandi of this section were determined from random numbers
generated by computer with a punch-card program Horwood appropriately called Project Theatre. This was the first part of
Piece Percussionique No. 5 to be composed. The final section of the work consists of a one minute build up to an improvised
section in which the players are instructed to drop, break, and throw various objects (even soft, harmless ones at the audience),
yell, and generally cause a commotion onstage. The finale completes the opposites of theater versus music, random versus
calculated and, of course, live versus taped sounds. 

Instrumentation:
2-track stereo tape. 
Player 1 (left): xylophone, chime in E, small and large triangles, small suspended cymbal, 

large tam tam, 5 temple blocks, slap stick, tenor drum. 
Player 2 (right): vibraphone, chime in F#, high and low antique cymbals, large suspended 

cymbal, small tam tam, 5 wood blocks, bamboo wood chimes, bass drum.

Little Bow Piece (1972)
Another pun title, this piece is not little, lasting thirteen minutes, and requiring eight players utilizing over seventy objects as
their bowed sound-source. Little Bow Piece takes as its major inspiration Horwood’s interest in using double bass bows that are
used to resonate numerous, different objects. Like Piece Percussionique No. 5 this is highly structured music with a mathematical
parameter. The Fibonacci series of numbers (2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, etc.) is the durational determinant for both bowing and resting.
Although the score looks traditional, even simple, the result is sonically rich and wonderful, all within a very quiet dynamic
range. The soundscape is both sumptuous and delicate.

The plethora of sound objects is placed into categories according to the type of material: paper, cardboard, glass, wood,
plastic, and metal. Among the stranger objects called for are a tongue depressor, tin can, pot lid and aluminum pie plate. In
a live performance the performers are spatially arranged within and around the audience.

Mathematics (1972)
The play Mathematics was written by Canadian actor/playwright Hrant Alianak, best known to audiences today from appearing
in numerous movies and TV shows including most recently the new series Zone of Separation and the film Pontypool. Horwood
also provided music for Alianak’s play Tantrums, written in the same year as Mathematics. It is the only work on this CD that is not
performed by the Toronto Percussion Ensemble. Rather, we have an “historic” recording of this solo percussion work performed
by the composer. This is the original soundtrack of the complete incidental music. 

The music is directly linked to the action of the play it accompanies. There are no visible actors or dialogue, just props
thrown onstage. Mathematics is divided into six scenes, with ten second spacers between each scene, before the first scene,
and after the last scene. As a result, the exact length of the play with music is three minutes and ten seconds. This mathe-
matical theme is expanded within the play (hence the title) to include six definable areas of the stage, and five objects per
scene thrown onto the stage by non-visable, yet gender-defined, throwers. The two off-stage antagonists are a male and
female. The objects define the narrative and range from a dust-pan, a raincoat, a bag of spaghetti, a TV Guide to a brassiere.

Horwood’s music adds commentary to the action. Alianak specifically asks for the music to provide its own constant and
methodical beat. Horwood has provided a notation system that specifically indicates the duration before, during, and after each
percussive sound. Further instructions tell the performer to allow single, sustained tones (vibraphone here) to represent spaces
between the sections. Metallic sounds represent articles thrown onstage by the female, while wooden sounds represent articles
thrown by the male. The actions and accompanying sounds of the play constitute the “libretto,” as it were, of this composition.

Fragments (2006)
Fragments was commissioned jointly by Canadian clarinetist Don Ross, the Saint Crispin’s Chamber Ensemble of Edmonton and
New Works Calgary with funding provided by the Alberta Foundation for the Arts. Horwood has been fascinated by fragmentary
structures throughout much of his compositional career. This can clearly be seen in such works as Broken Chords, Do You Live
for Weekends, Exit To Your Left, Nervous Disorder, Splinters and Symphony No. 1 (Albany Records TROY943). Fragments is not strictly
scored for percussion. The instrumentation is for any two instruments reading the treble clef. At its 2006 première the two
instruments used were clarinet and Celtic harp. This recording showcases marimba and vibraphone. The title refers to the
structure of the composition. Contiguous segments of the work may be performed as extracts. Moreover, it is possible to start
at the beginning of any of the thirty-two bars of the work with a full performance consisting of circling back to, but not including,
the measure selected as the starting point. For the performance on this CD, the players decided to start at Measure 1. As a
result, each measure of Fragments feels like a complete work with a definite beginning and end—a minute piece onto itself.
However, played from beginning to end, wherever one starts, or however fragmented the excerpt performed, the parts still
add up to a seamless whole: it is difficult to actually “listen” for a defined end to each measure. It should further be pointed
out that each measure of the second group of sixteen measures is a variant of its counterpart in the first sixteen measures.
No matter where a performance begins, if all thirty-two measures are to be performed, then the 16 + 16 measure balance
always works out symmetrically.

In Fragments, a lyrical and fluid style is more than obvious in the work as a whole. If one were to listen to Fragments without
having read these notes first, indeed without even knowing its title, a listener would be hard-pressed to sense the fragmentary
nature of the composition. This is no easy compositional task! Horwood has shown a mastery of the minute form. 



Piece Percussionique No. 6 is thus a survey of works composed between 1966 (Six Pieces for Piano) and 1999 (Quartzite
Dialogues). The short coda, the 31st excerpt, comes from a 1978 composition, My Own ‘Fluxus’ Pieces. This coda is meant to
serve as multi-layered irony. Horwood’s eighty-six Fluxus Pieces are a “thumb-to-the nose” to all the other Fluxus composers,
and to composer Lukas Foss, who, when showed an orchestral work that was to become the last of Horwood’s Six
Chromosomes, commented, “You can’t do that! You’re NOT John Cage!” On top of this irony is the actual Fluxus piece quoted
by Horwood. This strange, ambiguous text becomes a final prophetic comment where the word “tacet” now takes on a whole
new meaning. In this recording, as requested by the TPE, the text is spoken by the composer himself. Irony of ironies.

Instrumentation:
Player 1: glockenspiel, marimba, tam tam. 
Player 2: vibraphone, xylophone, bass drum. 
Player 3: rain stick, afuché, glass chimes, sea shell chimes, Herden-glocke, large wood or 
bamboo chimes, güiro, small and large tin chimes1, triangle. 
Player 4: rain stick, mark tree, sleigh bells, maracas, tambourine (jingles only), small wood
or bamboo chimes, medium tin chimes1, fnurdl 2, triangle.
1 Tin chimes are home-made percussion instruments made from tin cans. The cans are sus-
pended with string from a wooden frame. This frame is then suspended allowing the cans to
rattle when struck or shaken. At least eight cans should be used for each set. Large = 48 oz.
fruit juice cans; Medium = 12 oz. soda pop or soup cans; Small = 4 oz. tomato paste or small
fruit concentrate cans.
2 A fnurdl is a home-made percussion instrument consisting of several strips of metal con-
struction strapping with one end nailed into a small board about one foot in length. Each metal
strip should be at least four feet in length. The board is then suspended allowing the metal
strips to rattle when struck or shaken.

—Notes by David Cavlovic

Recorded December 10 (Dynamite, The Shadow of Your Drum, Piece Percussionique No. 5) and 12 (Piece Percussionique No. 1, Fragments),
2007 and July 21 (Piece Percussionique No. 4, Piece Percussionique No. 6, Requiem) and 22 (Piece Percussionique No. 3, Little Bow Piece),
2008 at the Tribute Communities Recital Hall, York University, Toronto; November, 1972 (Mathematics) at the composer’s apart-
ment, Scarborough, Ontario. All titles are DDD, except Mathematics, which is ADD.

Producer: Ray Dillard    
Engineer and Editor: Simon Head    
CD Mastering: Richard Harrow. Audio Mastering. Calgary, Alberta

Piece Percussionique No. 6, “Requiem” (2008)
Horwood’s compositional signature of fragmentation is again wonderfully demonstrated in his last composition, commissioned
by the TPE and composed expressly for this CD. The subtitle “Requiem” should not be taken totally at face value. This is not
a work of mourning per se, but a reflection on works that lay dormant due to lack of performance. Music that is not performed
is for all intents and purposes dead. Horwood is expressing the common complaint of the modern (and not-so-modern)
composer: lack of repeat performance possibilities.

Piece Percussionique No. 6 is in one continuous movement divided into four sections of equal length (A B A1 B1). It is scored
for four percussionists split into two distinct, superimposed duos. Duo 1 consists of mallet instruments placed near center stage.
Duo 2 consists of rattling percussion positioned on the far left and right. Duo 2 provides a continuous, albeit soft, soundscape
that envelops the entire stage as well as the entire composition. This soundscape, along with its mathematical durations, share
some similarity to the bowed lengths of Little Bow Piece. Juxtaposed against this background are the mallet instruments of Duo 1,
which contain fragments from thirty different compositions (the crux of Horwood’s “Requiem” referrals). These fragments occur
chronologically and are divided equally within the work and its four sections. To quote from Horwood’s own program notes:

I then matched each fragment with whatever mallet percussion timbre I felt suited the excerpt.
Additionally, I wanted each player to have one each of a wood and metal mallet instrument and
no pair of excerpts to be performed at the same time. However, a slight overlap may occur. I was
hoping that the assigned instrument coupled with the chronology of the excerpt would have
some amount of variety. Fifteen fragments occur in each half: seven for Player 1, eight for
Player 2. This is reversed in the second half. The final self-quote, a coda and an afterthought,
is spoken in a friendly, but firm voice by any one of the four performers.

Similar to many other of his compositions, Piece Percussionique No. 6 also delves into notions of foreground versus background,
static versus movement, active versus passive, left versus right, and calculated versus random, as well as his preoccupation
with interruptions and fragments. Indeed, Horwood’s fascination with, and manipulation of, fragments has reached an inter-
esting point in Piece Percussionique No. 6.

Intriguingly, and most likely unconsciously, Horwood has composed a work whose structure and meaning lie somewhere
between J.S. Bach’s Goldberg Variations, Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations, and Richard Strauss’ Ein Heldenleben. Like the Bach and
the Beethoven, we have 30 plus excerpts, though Horwood’s fragments are not in variation form (however, some of the Goldberg
and Diabelli variations are questionable in and of themselves). Like Strauss, the work is autobiographical, but not in a
self-aggrandizing way as is Ein Heldenleben. What Horwood is providing is a sort of thematic-catalogue of his own compositions.
It seems at this juncture in the evolution of contemporary concert music that the only way to hear most of one’s compositions
again is to compose them again and present them as a new “premiere.” Horwood considers this to be a very strange irony.
But irony often produces thought-provoking art. If indeed this is to be his last work, then the subtitle “Requiem” was certainly
intentional and has historical meaning and precedence. 



The Performers
Toronto Percussion Ensemble: John Brownell, David Campion, Mark Duggan, Beverley Johnston

John Brownell has performed with the Toronto Symphony, the Canadian Opera Company Orchestra and the National Ballet
of Canada Orchestra and has been a soloist with the Hamilton Philharmonic Orchestra. He has toured, performed and recorded
with many ensembles including Sound Pressure, the Talisker Players and the Hannaford Street Silver Band. He is principal
timpanist of the Toronto Philharmonia and is a long-time member of the Toronto Percussion Ensemble. Brownell has a PhD in
ethnomusicology and his deep interest in rhythmic improvisation has led him from the world of drumset and jazz to studies
with world-renowned mrdangam virtuoso, Trichy Sankaran.

David Campion’s performing credits span a wide variety of musical styles. He has recorded more than 45 discs as timpanist
with the Juno award-winning Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra and toured Europe, North America and Japan with Opera Atelier,
Musica Antiqua Koln and the New York Early Music Society. He is principal percussionist with the Stratford Festival, North
America’s largest repertory theatre company and is a founding member of the Toronto Percussion Ensemble, a member of
the New Art Quartet and drummer for the eclectic Celtic band Shaggy Haggis. Campion directs percussion at Wilfrid Laurier
University in Waterloo, Ontario.

Mark Duggan is a versatile performer and composer active in multiple genres. His passionate blend of classical, jazz and
world percussion has impressed audiences from the Tongyeong Music Festival in Korea to Lincoln Center in New York, through
appearances with the Philip Glass Ensemble, Pierre Boulez and the Ensemble Intercontemporain de Paris, Brazilian guitarist
Celso Machado and the percussion ensemble NEXUS. He has performed with the Toronto Symphony, National Ballet of Canada,
and Esprit Orchestras and leads the group Vuja dé. He is a founding member of the Evergreen Club Contemporary Gamelan,
which has performed throughout Canada and internationally in Europe, Asia and the US. Duggan has released five CDs and
has been twice nominated for both the Juno and East Coast Music Awards.

Beverley Johnston is one of Canada’s leading percussionists, performing, touring and broadcasting a wide array of compo-
sitions, both new and old. She is an accomplished orchestral and chamber musician, as well as an internationally celebrated
solo touring artist, both in recital and with orchestra. Her exciting performances have been distinguished as non-conventional,
effectively combining classical transcriptions, contemporary music and a touch of theatre. She has released four solo albums:
Impact (nominated for a Juno award in 1987) and Alternate Currents for the Centrediscs label, Marimbach on CBC Records’ Musica
Viva label and just released her fourth solo recording called Garden of Delights. Since the millennium, Ms. Johnston has been
busy with concerto performances and recital programs across North America. Beverley Johnston studied at Vanier College in
her native Montreal and at the University of Toronto where she now teaches.

Recording session for
Piece Percussionique No. 1
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1 Piece Percussionique No. 1 (1965, rev. 1979, 2007) [6:43]
Romano DiNillo, Roger Flock, Andy Morris, Beverley Johnston, Mark Duggan, David Campion [Perc. 1-6]
Jamie Drake, piano | John Brownell, conductor

2 Piece Percussionique No. 3 (1966, rev. 2007) [12:45]
Beverley Johnston, David Campion, Mark Duggan [Perc. 1-3] | John Brownell, conductor

3 Piece Percussionique No. 4 (1967, rev. 1981, 2007) [6:29]
Mark Duggan, David Campion, Beverley Johnson, John Brownell [Perc, 1-4] | Gary Kulesha, conductor

4 Dynamite (1968) [4:12]
John Brownell, piano | David Campion, cymbals

5 The Shadow of Your Drum (1968) [5:37]
John Brownell, David Campion, bass drum

6 Piece Percussionique No. 5 (1970) [10:10]
John Brownell [Perc. 1, left], Beverley Johnston [Perc. 2, right]

7 Little Bow Piece (1972) [10:09]
David Campion, Mark Duggan, Beverley Johnston, Jamie Drake, Roger Flock, Richard Moore
Andy Morris/Timothy Francom, Ed Reifel | John Brownell, conductor

8 Mathematics (1972) [3:10]
Michael S. Horwood, percussion

9 Fragments (2006) [6:31]
Mark Duggan, marimba | Beverley Johnston, vibraphone

10 Piece Percussionique No. 6, Requiem (2008) [7:32]
Beverley Johnston, Mark Duggan, John Brownell, David Campion [Perc. 1-4] | Gary Kulesha, conductor

Total Time = 74:35
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